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PREFACE 

This document is the August 4, 1989 version of the LLNL 
Haste Minimization Program Plan (UMPP). The Waste 
Minimization policy field has undergone continuous change 
since its formal inception in the 1984 HSWA legislation. The 
first LLNL WMPP, Revision A, is dated March 1985. A series 
of informal revisions were made on approximately a 
serai-annual basis. Revision 0 is the first formal issuance 
of the WMPP document. 

New legislation, both at the Federal and State level, is 
being introduced. Passage results in new regulation and also 
DOE Orders. The EPA has issued a proposed new policy 
statement on source reduction and recycling. This policy 
reflects a preventative strategy to reduce or eliminate the 
generation of environmentally-harmful pollutants which may be 
released to the air, land, surface water or ground water. In 
accordance with this new policy, draft guidance to Hazardous 
Waste generators on the Elements of a Waste Minimization 
Program has been issued. In addition, the DOE is in the 
process of revising and issuing new Environmental and Waste 
Management Orders which will impact on Waste Minimization 
efforts. 

The current WMPP will be revised to reflect all of these 
proposed changes when guidelines are established. Individual 
Program WMPPs are currently being developed and are 
anticipated to be in place by the end of the fiscal year. 

Revisions to the overall WMPF will be made at appropriate 
times to reflect ever-changing regulatory requirements. 



Ititroduc tion 

There is a strong commitment by the Laboratory to 
minimize wastes -- particularly hazardous and radioactive 
wastes. Its importance is reflected by the Director's 
Statement on Waste Minimization issued on February 27, 1989, 
A copy of the statement is shown in Attachment 1. It is 
consistent with the policy of LLtJL to protect its employees, 
the public, and the environment against the adverse effects 
of hazardous and/or radioactive materials and their wastes. 
With the minimization program, LLNL assures another layer of 
protection through reduction in volume and toxicity of 
generated wastes. 

This Program Plan document describes the background of 
the Waste Minimization field and refers to the significant 
studies that have impacted on legislative efforts, both at 
the Federal and State levels. A short history of formal LLKL 
waste minimization efforts is provided. Also included are 
general findings from analysis of work to date, with emphasis 
on source reduction findings. A short summary is provided on 
current regulations and probable future legislation which may 
impact r.i waste minimization methodology. The LLNL Waste 
Minimization Program Plan is designed to be dynamic and 
flexible so as to meet current regulations, and yet is able 
to respond to an everchanging regulatory environment. 

Waste minimization is a new technical discipline. As 
such, considerable time and effort was devoted to developing 
a methodology for waste minimization at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The methodology may 
change to reflect regulatory, process, or programmatic 
personnel changes, and as information on related or similar 
methodologies are made available in the published or vendor 
literature. LLNL efforts started with gathering data to 
create a data base for waste generation. In the initial 
evaluation, the data base was used to rank twenty two 
facilities/operations by volume of waste generated (Table 
1), In time, the waste minimization plan responded to shifts 
in regulatory emphasis and incorporated methodologies of 
others as found in the published literature. 

The methodology is customized to meet the unique needs of 
LLNL. In fact, because the Laboratory is best described as a 
medium sized industrial park with a diversity of independent 
facilities/operations, the methodology is further tailored to 
each facility/operation. Through this methodology, the waste 
minimization effort to date has resulted in several general 
findings including a proposed relationship between percent 
reduction achieved as a function of time (Figure 1) and a 
hypothesis on waste minimization applicability to a facility 
as a function of age of that facility. 
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Background 

Many industrial companies, including LLNL, had started 
informal waste minimization programs prior to the 1984 HSWA 
regulatory requirements. These early informal efforts were 
driven primarily by very rapid increases in hazardous waste 
disposal costs. Hazardous waste refer to a material on the 
EPA list or is corrosive, reactive, ignitable or toxic. 
Typically, programs followed good management practices which 
typically require control over cost centers In any 
operation. As disposal costs rose, management designed waste 
reduction activities to control process costs. It is 
important to note that these costs were those which could be 
identified in current operating budgets. Intangible costs of 
future liabilities resulting from disposal site remediation 
were not initially taken into consideration. 

From this early work and the regulatory promulgation 
effort following the 1984 HSWA legislation, it was recognized 
that waste minimization has three major technical 
alternatives -- source reduction, recycling and treatment 
(Figures 2 and 3). Nomenclature adopted by DOE in 1989 are 
slightly different (Figures 9 and 10). However, even as the 
headings differ, the elements of waste minimization/reduction 
-- source reduction, recycling and treatment -- remain the 
same. 

Prior to the passage of the HSVJA, a number of studies 
were undertaken to assess alternatives for disposal of 
hazardous wastes other than land burial. One of the earliest 
reports was published by the Toxic Waste Assessment Group of 
the California Governor's Office of Appropriate Technology, 
"Alternatives to the Land Disposal of Hazardous Wastes," in 
1981. The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment 
(OTA) also published a report "Technologies and Management 
Strategies for Hazardous Waste Control" in March 1983. The 
INFORM organization started a study in 1982 and published its 
results in "Cutting Chemical Wastes: what 29 organic chemical 
plants are doing to reduce hazardous wastes" in 1985. Bruce 
Piasecki edited a book "Beyond Dumping; new strategies for 
controlling toxic contamination," published in 1984, based in 
part on articles written and published by him in 1983. In 
California, the "Recommendations of the Hazardous Waste 
Management Council: Hazardous Waste Management Plan (draft)" 
was issued in January of 1984. The second biennial report on 
"Alternative Technology for Recycling and Treatment of 
Hazardous Wastes" was issued by the Alternative Technology 
and Policy Development Section of the California Department 
of Health Services in July of 1984. The third biennial 
report on "Alternative Technology for Recycling and Treatment 
of Hazardous Wastes" was issued In July of 1986. It was the 
first of the above reports to prioritize the waste 
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minimization alternatives. The other reports had discussed 
source reduction as an alternative to treatment technologies 
but made no attempt at prioritization. 

In as much as the technical community recognizes the 
benefits of waste minimization, it disagrees as to what 
should be included in a waste minimization effort. The 
disagreement stems largely from experience gained in earlier 
informal waste reduction efforts and impacts on such 
important elements of a waste minimization program as: 1) 
development of goals; 2) development of measurement criteria 
for determining progress, and 3) enhancement of incentives 
for waste generators. Without agreement ,,n these important 
elements, it becomes very difficult to formulate policy 
guidance. 

However, it is quite clear that source reduction will be 
the future regulatory choice. The LLNL Program Plan is based 
on that concept. 

This current LLNL Waste Minimization Program Plan 
incorporates methodology similar to the EPA methodology 
published in its "Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment 
Kanual," EPA/625/7-88/003, published in July of 1988. 

History of LLNL efforts 

The waste minimization effort at the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory was formally started in March of 1985 as 
a result of HSWA. Since that time, the Laboratory has not 
only been in compliance with HSWA, but also has attempted to 
anticipate and meet future regulations. Officially, the 
Waste Minimization Project is handled by a Waste Minimization 
Team in the Hazardous Waste Management Division of the 
Environmental Protection Department. Currently, two FTEs are 
assigned. In actual practice, there are many more than two 
people at LLBL involved with waste minimization. The Waste 
Minimization Team works closely with LLNL programs (Figure 5) 
providing technical and regulatory support, and otherwise 
serves as a catalyst to promote waste minimization. The 
Minimization Team expects a substantial increase in manpower 
and resources in FY 89 to parallel the increasing emphasis 
given to waste minimization by DOE Defense Programs. 

The original planning document [13] recognized that a 
detailed waste stream analysis of the LLNL site was necessary 
to rank waste generators and thus obtain a list ranked by 
generated quantity for each waste stream type. Optimum 
minimization of generation rates lay in coordinating 
activities first with the major generators and subsequently 
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progressing through the ranked list to the smaller 
generators. The initial waste minimization program had, as 
one of its objectives, to meet the HSWA requirement that all 
hazardous waste manifests for transport of wastes for 
off-site disposal contain generator certification that the 
volume or quantity and toxicity of the vaste had been reduced 
to the maximum degree economically practicable. 

Initial studies concentrated on aqueous waste streams. 
The Waste Minimization Team examined waste streams produced 
in Building 141 Experimental Circuit Board Fabrication 
Facility; characterized waste streams from Building 322 
Plating Shop Facilities; studied the general plant wastes 
from operation of the LLNL site cooling water systems at 
Buildings 291 and 325; and investigated the radioactive 
liquid wastes produced by the Nuclear Chemistry operations at 
Building 151. 

The State of California DOHS changed the emphasis to 
minimizing solvent wastes the next year. In response to the 
change in regulatory priority, the Waste Minimization Team 
collected generation rate data and performed a waste stream 
analysis on solvent wastes both for the main Livermore site 
as well as Site 300. Data obtained from the Supply and 
Distribution Department were used to determine quantities and 
types of solvents purchased and supplied to programmatic 
users. The Team also obtained waste generation rates from 
the Main Paint Shop, Building 418 as well as the Building 511 
maintenance shops; the motor pool automotive and truck 
maintenance shops; and machining coolant recycle in the 
Building 321 Machine Shop complex. At Site 300, the Team 
reviewed the Building 872 Faint Shop operations; parts 
cleaning, similar to the Building 511 operations at the 
Livermore site; steam cleaning, similar to the motor pool 
operations at the Livermore site; and waste transformer oil 
recycling at the ATA facility. The DOE issued an order to 
minimize the generation of lead contaminated radioactive 
waste. In compliance, a Lead Integrated Management Plan for 
LLN1 was submitted to DOE headquarters. 

A conceptual design study reviewed the waste minimization 
alternatives available for the Site 300 firing table debris 
and aggregate to eliminate the future generation of a mixed 
waste stream, i.e. containing both radioactive and hazardous 
components, to generation of only a lov-level radioactive 
waste stream. A preliminary review was made of the 
maintenance program for vehicles on changeout of antifreeze 
at Buildings 611 or 519, Off-site recycling was investigated 
to reduce waste disposal costs. 

Most recently, we have prepared more detailed reviews and 
updated our preliminary studies. 
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For each study, a report is prepared documenting waste 
minimization efforts and goals. Each report will "retain an 
appropriate level of documentation and accountability" as 
spelled out in DOE Order 5820.2A [1]. It will also meet the 
requirements of DOE Order 5700.6B, Quality Assurance. 

From the experience gained from this change in regulatory 
and programmatic emphasis from year to year, it became 
obvious that the waste minimization program plan must be 
flexible and able to meet a dynamically changing regulatory 
and programmatic environment. 

Current efforts are focused on reduction on radioactive 
wastes in response to DOE Order 5820.2A which was formally 
transmitted to the Laboratory on November 10, 1988. Support 
is provided to programs as they begin to tackle chargebacks 
and the September 30, 1989 deadline for reporting waste 
minimization plans including goals and objectives to 
DOE-SAN. In fact, since the Director's statement on February 
27, there has been a noticeable increase in the level of 
participation and interest in waste minimization. The Waste 
Minimisation Team will assist programs in documenting waste 
minimization work, publishing program reports, and with QA 
audits. 

The Waste Minimization Team is actively involved in 
leading the Waste Minimization Steering Committee (WMSC) as 
it becomes involved with waste minimization, particulary 
chargebacks at this tine (Figure 11). This committee is 
significant; its first meeting on May 10, 1989 marked the 
first official meeting of all LLNL programs or operations to 
discuss waste minimization. Earlier meetings of lead users 
(Lead Integrated Management Plan) were restricted to programs 
using lead. Currently, the Laboratory is providing 
information to the DOE Waste Reduction Steering Committee 
(WRSC) (Figure 12). In its first visit to LLNL, the WRSC 
approved of LLNL's waste minimization methodology and 
progress here to date. The Minimization Team will take the 
lead in preparing waste minimization deliverables listed in 
DOE Order 5400.1 on or before May 9, 1990. 

Generalizations from work to date 

From work to date, it is apparent that a new technical 
methodology must be developed, and that methodology must be 
capable of responding to everchanging regulatory and 
programmatic goals and objectives. In addition, the 
Minimization Team developed a predictive capability to 
project future success of any waste minimization effort, 
including LLNL's. 
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Since 1985, a data base has been accumulated on waste 
minimization efforts at LLNL making it possible to make some 
generalizations about waste management work at Livermore, 
First, LLNL can be described as a moderately sized industrial 
park with a number of relatively independent operation and/or 
facilities generating hazardous, radioactive or mixed 
wastes. These operations include machine shops, laboratories 
-- both chemical and metallurgical, electrical and physics, 
plating shops, metal finishing shops, electronic circuit 
board shops, plastic shops, optical shops, photo labs and 
printing shops as well as facilities associated with nuclear 
energy operations, 

Thus, the LLNL data base includes information about a 
V3ry wide variety of chemical and industrial operations. 
Indeed, in the waste management operations at the Hazardous 
Waste Management Division's treatment, storage and disposal 
facility (TSDF), the input stream is as varied in composition 
as for a commercial offsite TSDF facility, although 
substantially lower in volume or quantity, 

In source reduction work with LLNL waste generators, it 
has been clearly demonstrated that environmental 
consciousness raising and education of employees, as well as 
program management, is vital to success. Implementation of a 
successful source reduction program requires a learning 
process at all levels in the organization, 

Source reduction may be broken down into three components 
(Figures 3 and 1) . Implementation of a successful program 
follows these components in an orderly progression. 
Initially, good housekeeping practices produce significant 
results. 

Following this initial phase, a more iormal effort of 
operating procedure improvements produces additional waste 
reduction. The third phase is process modification, wherein 
new equipment may be installed and/or actual process stream 
components are changed/modified. This third phase usually 
requires significant engineering effort, capital equipment 
investment, and possible building modifications -- all 
requiring significant expenditure of resources, of both time 
and money. 



Projections may be made to assess the impact on reducing 
hazardous wastes from a specific facility that implements a 
waste reduction program using the above three phases in 
sequence. This is illustrated in Figure 1. In this 
scenario, housekeeping efforts produce significant results in 
the first year. During this peried, improved operating 
procedures are developed and plans are made for their 
implementation in the second year. Engineering starts on 
process modifications in the first year. Building 
modifications are underway and new process equipment is 
ordered during the second year, with installation of the new 
equipment and training of the operators during the third 
year, Using such a scenario, one could reasonably expect to 
reduce waste generation for the facility in question to a few 
percent of the original waste generation rate in 
approximately nine ye&-s, 

Recognition that a successful source reduction program 
depends on a successful learning process for all levels in 
the organization led to the development of a mathematical 
model which allows one to project the future effectiveness of 
a waste minimization program. By analyzing actual waste 
generation data, the Minimization Team derived a mathematical 
constant referred to as the process "learning function." 
Both LLNL data as well as commercial process data available 
in the published literature were used for the "learning 
function" analysis. From this analysis, it is possible to 
make some tentative generalizations for a specific facility. 
In the initial housekeeping phase, expect to reduce wastes by 
about 45% within 5 years assuming a 20% learning function; if 
the second operating procedure improvements phase is 
implemented, expect waste reduction to increase within 5 
years from the 45% for the first phase alone to between 60% 
to 73% assuming 30* or 40% learning functions respectively; 
if the third process modification phase is then implemented, 
waste reduction will increase to 95% within 5 years assuming 
a 70% learning function. While such reductions are typical 
and may be used for rough estimates, they may vary 
significantly from site to site and from process to process. 
In fact, wastfc miniminization projecting is still a 
controversial issue and an inexact science. 

From preliminary analyses of current source reduction 
data bases, there appear to be limits to capabilities of 
older facilities to achieve source reduction goals. Ten year 
or older operation facilities appear to be limited to source 
reductions expected from the "housekeeping" curve. For five 
year old facilities, expect source reductions shown by a 
combination of "housekeeping" plus "improved operational 
procedure" curves. It is likely that a decision would have 
to be made between a new facility or modifications to an 
older facility to achieve the outstanding "process 
modification" curve. 
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LLNL Waste Minimization Plan 

Froo its inception, the Flan has followed the principle 
of "doing the ri£ht things right the first time" or "working 
smart." The principle applies to all phases of the Plan 
including planning, communications, reporting and use of 
commercially proven technology. 

The LLNL Waste Minimization Flan may be subdivided into 
four components • - technology development, regulatory 
analysis, implementation activities and training effort 
(Figure 4). 

Technology development includes collecting data on 
published methodologies and draus from these methodologies to 
tailor a methodology that is best suited to the needs of the 
Lawrence LZvermore National Laboratory. Published 
methodologies are available from private companies, local 
governments and government facilities. Companies such as 3M 
and DuPont have described their successes in reducing waste 
in articles published in national periodicals. There have 
been numerous references made to a highly successful effort 
at Ventura County, California. Several Air Force bases have 
reported results on their efforts. 

The reeulatorv analysis includes knowledge of 
implementation of existing laws -- DOE Orders, ZPA and DOHS 
regulations, district and municipal ordinances -- as well as 
anticipated impacts of proposed and future legislation. 

In as much as the other coeponents of the plan are 
important, it is crucial that the plan is properly 
implemented. The implementation procedure outlined in Table 
2 is the current version of a procedure which has modified in 
studies of several programs/operations at LLNL. The 
activities listed are common to all minimization plans. 
These listed activities .are similar to a list found in a July 
1988 EPA publication titled "Waste Minimization Opportunity 
Assessment Manual." 
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First, a data base is compiled for all hazardous wastes, 
identifying volumes, quantities, compositions and 
generators, Generators are ranked in decreasing order on the 
basis of volume or regulatory emphasis, for example land 
bans. From these ranked lists, a generator may be selected 
for study. A meeting is held with operators, supervisors and 
managers to discuss waste minimization. Regulatory 
constraints and operational concerns are typically discussed 
at this time (Figui1! 5.) A process flow diagram is developed 
to identify waste streams and wherever possible feed streams 
containing hazardous chemicals. Chemical and physical 
characteristics of waste streams are obtained either through 
existing records, sampling, old process flow diagrams or 
discussions with operators. The regulatory categories for 
waste streams are identified. A literature search/survey is 
conducted to find published waste minimization data 
applicable to this generator or waste stream. Minimized flow 
sheet;! are then prepared to illustrate the impact of waste 
minimization, A feasibility study is also performed to show 
the costs of implementing waste minimization changes. A 
second formal meeting is held with operators, supervisors and 
management to describe findings and to make recommendations. 
Support is provided to the generator to implement the waste 
minimization changes -- whether it be capital budget for 
additional equipment, support in dealing with vendors, 
support in equipment startup, or operator training. 

A special effort is made to use the valuable resources 
and knowledgeable personnel of the Environmentil Protection 
Department (EPD). Within any specific area or program, an 
EPD analyst is familiar with not only the operations and 
procedures, but also the supervisors, operators and 
managers. Ongoing and past EPD projects may be related to 
the waste minimization effort or data from such projects may 
be used without a duplication of effort. For instance, there 
is an ongoing effort to obtain a chemical inventory to 
satisfy the requirements of SARA, Title III, Sections 311 and 
312. This data may be used in the waste minimization effort 
to coordinate chemical purchases. There may be instances 
where the Purchasing Department may order the smallest 
available container of a chemical for a program, even though 
the amount is substantially more than the actual request. 
The program, after using the requested amount, may find no 
other use for the remainder and leave it on the shelf. 
Eventually, the remaining chemical and container may become 
hazardous waste. An inventory system will aid greatly in 
coordinating purchases from various programs and most likely 
result in less chemical wastes. Inventory data may also be 
used to control (source control) chemical usage by requiring 
justification for chemical requests and mandatory 
substitition with other or less toxic chemicals [18]. 
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So far, training efforts have included a mixture of 
seminars by members of the Minimization Team to a Isboratory 
';ide audience and presentations/discussions with the 
management and operators of selected individual 
facilities/operations. Table 8 lists the programmatic 
briefings which have already taken place. Briefing dates 
indicate when each forraal presentation was made. In most 
cases, informal discussions, telephone calls and meetings 
took place both before and after such dates. Publications 
listed in Table 8 reach a Laboratory wide audience. 

One formal training program is being planned at this 
time. The Environmental Protection Department's waste 
generator training program includes a section on waste 
minimization. 

The Waste Minimization Team has been collecting data on 
waste minimization activity -• successes and failures -- from 
the published literature, technical meetings and discussions 
with LLNL programs and offsite vendors. Participation in 
national working groups such as the DOE Waste Minimization 
and Avoidance Group, the Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions 
Program (HAZWRAP), and the DOE Defense Programs Waste 
Reduction Steering Committee (WRSC) have kept LLNL up to date 
with the minimization activities of others in the DOE 
community. At the same time, they are made aware of LLNL 
activites. This cross pollination of information is 
necessary to identify not only successful efforts and 
methodologies, but also failed ones. The data base could be 
used to determine waste minimization alteruatives and to 
avoid duplication of efforts. Those at LLNL involved with or 
interested in waste generation or waste management will be 
kept informed of offsite developments through participation 
in the Waste Minimization Steering Committee (WM.SC). 
Programs or generators are represented on the UMSC, Training 
is a two-way street; certain waste minimization activities 
at LLNL may be useful to other DOE facilities. In such a 
case, Che Minimization Team may submit information to the 
Waste Reduction Steering Committee or another of the national 
working groups. 
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At this time an employee incentive program is being 
considered for waste minimization suggests. Several 
companies have reported the importance of an incentive 
program to the success of their waste minimization programs, 
Other companies have reported successful programs without an 
incentive program; these companies believe that it is part of 
each employee's job to reduce or minimize waste. 

The EPA issued a "Draft Guidance to Hazardous Waste 
Generation on the Elements of a Waste Minimization Program" 
on June 12, 1988 (Attachment 11). The LLK1. Waste 
Minimization Plan has incorporated these elements and will be 
revised to reflect future changes in the EPA Guidance. 

Each programs is required to develop its individual WMPP 
(Attachment 9). These programs are to be in place by the end 
of the fiscal year. The overall WMPP will incorporate all 
the individual WMPPs. 

A formal LtNL Quality Assurance (QA) Plan will accompany 
the Waste Minimization Plan. The LLNL QA Plan, requested by 
DOE-SAN, will be issued at a later date, It will follow the 
DOE Orders 5820.2A and 5700.6B and the DOE-SAN QA Plan, which 
has not yet been issued, In the meantime, a draft of the 
LLNL QA Plan, titled "Quality Assurance Document Plan for the 
Waste Reduction Program Plan," was issued for guidance on 
August 4, 1989. 

Waste Minimization 

At the time that HSWA was enacted, the definitions of 
waste minimization, waste reduction, source reduction, and 
recycling was rather straightfoward. Now, there are several 
interpretations including those by the Hazardous and Solid 
Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA), Environmental Protection 
Agency, Office of Technology Assessment and the Department of 
Energy. 

According to HSWA, waste minimization is the reduction to 
the extent feasible of hazardous waste that is generated or 
subsequently treated, stored or disposed of. It includes any 
source reduction, recycling or treatment activity that 
reduces total volume and/or toxicity of hazardous waste. 
Source reduction is defined as any activity that reduces or 
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eliminates the generation of hazardous waste within a 
process. Recycling is any activity that involves use, reuse 
or reclamation of waste material. Treatment is any activity 
that reduces volume and/or toxicity of hazardous waste 
without attendant generation of a reusable material or energy 
stream (Figures 2 and 3). 

The Environmental Protection Agency defines waste 
minimization as "the reduction, to the extent feasible, of 
hazardous waste that is generated or subsequently treated, 
stored, or disposed of. It includes any source reduction or 
recycling activity undertaken by a generator that results in 
either: 1) the reduction of total volume or quantity of 
hazardous waste; or 2) the reduction of toxicity of hazardous 
waste, or both, so long as such reduction is consistent with 
the goal of minimizing present and future threats to human 
helath and the environment." The primary difference between 
HSWA and EPA definitions is the absense of treatment from 
EPA's definition [19]. Definitions of source reduction and 
recycling are similar to HSWA's. 

The Office of Technology Assessment recommends waste 
reduction first to reduce the generation of waste (waste 
reduction) followed by application of best waste management 
practices to wastes that are generated. It defines waste 
reduction as "in plant practices that reduce, avoid, or 
eliminate the generation of hazardous waste so as to reduce 
risks to health and the environment" [19]. It also allows 
recycling only if it is environmentally acceptable and is an 
integral part of the waste generating process or operation. 
End-of-pipe wastes which are recycled are not credited for 
waste reduction. 

The Department of Energy (DOE) has attempted to be 
consistent with EPA. It defines waste minimization as any 
action that minimizes the volume or toxicity of waste by 
avoiding its generation or by recycling. DOE suggests source 
reduction activities such as materials substitution, good 
housekeeping practices, ar.d process modifications; and 
recycling generated wastes through reuse or tnclanation. DOE 
deviates from EPA by recognizing treatment and defines waste 
reduction as waste minimization plus any waste treatment that 
reduces the volume or toxicity of waste requiring disposal, 
With the introduction of DOE Order 5820.2A, DOE went further 
than EPA to include not only hazardous wastes, but also 
radioactive and mixed (Attachment 8). 
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At this time, the Laboratory is required to comply with 
the waste minimization (regulatory) requirements of both HSWA 
and DOE Order 5820.2k. Although both regulations contain the 
same elements, the nomenclature is slightly different. The 
LLNL Waste Minimization project will adopt the definitions of 
the DOE order so that LLNL is consistent with the rest of the 
DOE community and because of DOE's current high level of 
activity in this area. 

There are three major technical alternatives which are 
widely accepted (Figures 9 and 10). The first, source 
reduction is considered by far the best alternative as it 
truly reduces waste from a process, program or operation. 
Source reduction is further subdivided into product 
substitution and source reduction. In as much as LLNL is a 
research facility involved in many one-time one-of-a-kind 
items, product substitution is not applicable. The waste 
minimization efforts at LLNL emphasize source reduction. 
Source reduction is composed of three sequential phases 
(Figure 7.) The first phase is good housekeeping or working 
smarter and includes such activities as operator training, 
sorting, tracking, procedures to prevent leaks and spills, 
and proper use and storage of hazardous and radioactive 
materials. For example, operators who are properly trained, 
knowledgeable and safety conscious will also be actively 
involved in reducing wastes from spills and avoid "spring 
cleaning" waste buildups. Good housekeeping is cost 
effective; significant waste reduction is achieved through 
little or no capital expenditure. The next step is to 
improve operating procedures. Some operator training is 
required to familiarize operators with new procedures. The 
third step is process modification which requires significant 
expenditure of resources, both time and money. The 
engineering effort is significant, both in evaluating the 
existing process and in design of a modified process which 
reduces waste generation. Capital investment may be 
substantial for installing new equipment and/or a new control 
system. Buildings may have to he modified to accommodate new 
equipment and new support facilities. 

The second, recycling. has been defined as any activity 
which reduces hazardous waste volume and/or toxicity with the 
attendant generation of a valuable substance or an energy 
stream which is subsequently utilized. This substance may be 
(1) directly reused in the same process or in another 
process; (2) reclaimed by recovering secondary materials for 
another use and (3) regenerated by removing impurities to 
produce a reasonable pure and reusable substance. It is 
preferable to treatment but not as good as source reduction. 
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In work to dace, there have been several operations where 
source reduction was not applicable, but where recycling was 
economical and commercially proven. Waste antifreeze could 
be recycled offsite by commercial vendors; waste machine 
coolants could be recycled onsite using installed 
commercially available equipment. 

Treatment, the third alternative, destroys or degrades 
hazardous waste so that effluent products are a lower risk 
than the original waste to the public health and the 
environment when they are released to the environment. 
Methods range from the destruction of waste thermally to 
removal and destruction of solvents in aqueous waste streams 
by chemical or biological processes. This option is less 
preferable to either source reduction or recycling. 

Legislation & Drivers 

There ate several factors such as fear of future 
liabilities, land bans and rising disposal costs which have 
been driving waste minimization efforts at the Laboratory 
(Figure 6), Regulations and legislation, other than the DOE 
Orders, is only another factor, albeit an important one, even 
though present regulations require only a statement of 
compliance and submittal of forms documenting activities and 
qualitative/quantitative descriptions of achievements. 
Currently, there are no monetary or criminal penalties for 
failure to reduce or minimize waste. In fact, neither the 
current regulations nor future legislation have quantified 
mandatory limits on reduction or minimization. None of these 
factors have driven waste minimization as much or as far as 
is expected by the Laboratory Director's Statement on Waste 
Minimization issued on February 27, 1989 (Attachment 1). The 
Statement is a strong commitment by LLNL management towards 
serious waste minimization, The driving forces behind this 
statement include internal-LLNL concerns (Attachment 2), DOE 
(Attachments 3, U, 5 & 6), and the City of Livermore 
(Attachment 7). Later, DOE-SAN added waste minimization as 
one of the elements by which LLNL is judged for its FY 89 
Annual Management Appraisal Plan (Attachment 12). 

In addition to the technical difficulties of developing a 
new methodology, there has been an increase in the amount of 
new legislation and reauthorizations being considered by both 
the U.S. Congress and the California State Legislature, New 
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legislation and the resulting new regulations will have a 
drastic impact on waste minimization policy and goals and, to 
a lesser extent, on waste minimization technology and 
methodology. Indeed, Department of Energy (DOE) waste 
management orders may be impacted also by the passage of the 
proposed legislation. Any viable waste nininization program 
must be sufficiently flexible to be able to respond to this 
dynamically changing regulatory environment. Past experience 
suggests that regulatory agencies take approximately two 
years to promulgate regulations based on the laws that have 
passed, This experience indicates that major changes in 
waste minimization methodology and technology will be 
mandated within three years. The LLNL Waste Minimization 
Program is designed to be able to incorporate future 
regulatory and DOE order changes. 

Federal regulations and legislation 

A list of legislation and regulations concerning waste 
minimization has been tabulated in Table 4. As early as 
1984, legislation existed to address waste minimization. In 
1984, Congress passed amendments to the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) which included requirements for waste 
minimization. These amendments are otherwise known as the 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSVA). As 
required by HSWA, effective September 1, 1985, a hazardous 
waste shipment leaving a hazardous waste generator's facility 
must be accompanied by a nanifest which certifies that the 
generator has "a program in place to reduce the volume or 
quantity and toxicity of such waste to the degree determined 
by the generator to be economically practicable and the 
proposed method of treatment, storage or disposal is that 
practicable method currently available to the generator which 
minimizes the present and future threat to human health and 
the environment." That statemunt has been the central 
regulatory driving force towards waste minimization. 

Increasing restrictions to land disposal of hazardous 
waste is yet another driving force towards reducing the 
generation of hazardous waste. HSWA prohibits land disposal 
of hazardous wastes beyond specific dates unless there is 
proof that hazardous materials do not migrate from the land 
disposal unit while the waste remains hazardous. In addition 
to hazardous wastes, the EPA Land Disposal Ban has been 
expandad to include mixed waste {Table 3). 



A generator is required to submit reports at least once 
every two years setting out the quantities and natures of 
hazardous wastes, the disposition of all hazardous wastes, 
and the efforts taken during that period to reduce the volume 
and toxicity of waste achieved in that period compared to 
prior periods. The first of these biennial waste 
minimization reports was submitted (for 1987) to the 
California Department of Health Services which in turn 
forwarded this information to the Federal EPA. So far, 
responses to biennial reporting has been less than 
successful. For instance, in 1986, the State of New York 
received only 50 responses on waste minimization out of a 
total of 2,000 reports which were submitted. Further, it was 
found that waste minimization data was useless because of 
inconsistencies in reporting format and data. In addition, 
losses such as fugitive air emissions, spills to the ground, 
losses to waste water streams, etc. are not reported. 

The inadequacies of the RCRA Biennial reporting systeu 
has been addressed and perhaps corrected in several waste 
reduction bills currently in the United States Congress. The 
most prominent of the bills introduced in 1987 are S 1331, 
HR 2599, HR 2800, S 1429, HR 3094, and HR 3300. In 1988, 
S 2773 and S 2774 were introduced by Senator Baucus. 

S 1429. commonly referred to as the Hazardous Haste 
Reduction Act, was introduced on June 25, 1987 by Sen. 
Lautenberg. It requires waste minimization reporting for 
manufacturers in the Standard Classification Codes 20 through 
39. Although currently exempt from reporting, LLNL may yet 
be included through enactment of special clauses in the 
bill. This bill currently addresses 300 or so chemicals 
which are listed in Section 313 of SARA and will most likely 
cover more chemicals in the future. It calls for volumes and 
characterization of waste streams released from the facility; 
removed for treatment, storage or disposal from the facility; 
recycled or reused at the facility; treated at the facility; 
and, transferred for reuse or recycled at another facility. 
The bill addresses itself to wastes across all media •-
thereby addressing losses to the air, land and water. These 
requirements may be translated to a rough equivalent of a 
mass balance around each individual process or program at the 
Laboratory. At this time, there is insufficient data 
available to meet these requirements and, even if such 
Information were available, a sul'stantial commitment in 
resources -- noney and staff -- would be necessary to 
generate the data required by the bill. 
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The bill requires comparison of waste reductions to the 
previous year and to predict reductions for the next three 
years. Further, it requires comparison of recycling and 
reuse to the previous year and to predict levels of recycling 
and reuse for the next three years. This annual effort may 
not require a large dedicated staff, but it will require a 
well-conceived and maintained reporting plan. It will 
involve at least a small dedicated staff which will receive 
data from the various programs, interpret and verify the 
data, compare data to previous years, predict reductions in 
following years, and prepare reports for submittal to 
regulatory agencies. 

The bill directs the EPA Administrator to make the 
multimedia waste reduction data required by the Waste 
Reduction Act consistent with the data required in the RCRA 
Biennial Report. 

S 1429 remained stalled in committee during the 1988 
Congressional session despite bipartisan support. It was 
expected to be reintroduced in the next Congressional 
session. 

HR 2B00. the Hazardous Waste Reduction Act, was 
introduced by Rep. Wolpe in June 1987, It is similar to 
S 1429. The bill has been through several hearings and has 
been modified to appease both environmental and industry 
lobbies. Nevertheless, the "substitute" bill remained 
stalled in Congress at the end of the 1988 session. The bill 
was expected to be reintroduced to the House in 1989. 

There has been much speculation that a new waste 
reduction bill could be drafted as part of the RCRA 
reauthorization process. Technically, the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act expired on September 30, 1988. 
However, it has been extended through fiscal year 89 with 
funds appropriated by Congress. During fiscal year 1989, 
comprehensive amendments are expected, most significantly 
from S 2773, a bill which addresses waste minimization 
specifically, The bill, formally titled "Waste Minimization 
and Control Act of 1988," amends the Solid Haste and Disposal 
Act and extends the authorization through 1992. It was 
introduced on September 9, 1988 by Senator Max Baucus 
(D-Mont,), Chairman of the Senate Environmental and Public 
Vorks Subcommittee on Hazardous Waste and Toxic Substances, 
and Senator Durenberger (R-MN). The bill has been through 
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two public hearings receiving varying degrees of support from 
industry, environmental concern groups, and state and federal 
representatives. It did not pass in 1988 and was expected to 
be reintroduced early in the 101st (next) congressional 
session. S 2773 emphasizes solid waste management and waste 
reduction. It does not make significant changes to Subtitle 
C. 

As HSWA requires biennial reporting for minimization of 
hazardous waste, DOE Order 5820.2A extends waste minimization 
to radioactive wastes -- low level, high level and TRU -- and 
mixed waste. The Order further requires that the 
minimization program retain an appropriate level of 
documentation and accountability. The Order was officially 
issued on September 26, 1988. Its accompanying 
Implementation Guide for DOE Order 5810.2A was issued on 
October 24, 1988. 

DOE Order 5400.1, General Environmental Program, requires 
a waste minimization program with goals for minimizing the 
volume and/or toxicity of all wastes that are generated with 
annual reductions if programmatic requirements allow. The 
Plan is to be completed by no later than 18 months after 
November 9, 1988, effective date of the Order. Then, the 
Plan is to be reviewed annually and updated every 3 years. 

State 

There are no specific state regulations mandating waste 
minimization at the state level equivalent to HSWA at the 
federal level. Other drivers for waste minimization are the 
same as those at the federal level. Howaver, waste 
minimization achievements must be reported 
annually/biennially according to the requirements of Title 22 
of the California Code of Regulations. Hazardous Waste 
Treatment, Storage, Disposal and Recycling (TSDR) Facilities 
operating under an Interim Status Document (ISD) or Facility 
Permit are each required to complete a Form DHS 8363, the 
"Annual Facility Hazardous Waste Report," As one of these 
facilities, LLNL must annually submit a Form DHS 8363 to the 
Toxic Substances Control Division of the Department of Health 
Services. This activity satisfies not only the TSDR 
requirements but also generator reporting requirements found 
In Sections 67165 and 66493 respectively of Title 22 of the 
California Code of Regulations. In addition, the form 
satisfies EPA's Biennial Generator Report. 
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Since 1987, there have been several bills introduced in 
the California legislature addressing waste reduction or 
minimization. The two most prominent bills are SB 714 and 
AB 496. SB 714 covers hazardous waste minimization/source 
reduction and has been described by some to be the most 
important piece of hazardous waste legislation considered 
since SB 1500, the land disposal ban bill. This bill, 
authored by Senator David Roberti, D-Hollywood, was presented 
to the California Senate on March 2, 1987. It is similar to 
the federal waste minimization bills, The bill went through 
the legislative process enjoying wide support form industry 
and environmental concern groups. Nevertheless, Governor 
Deukemajin vetoed the bill in October 1988, citing that it 
was premature because the funding was not available. It is 
believed that the bill would be reintroduced in 1989. 

Introduced by Assemblyman Hayden. to the California 
Assembly in 1987, AB 496 addresses source reduction es the 
key to reducing hazardous wastes. 

Targets of Opportunity 

The Waste Minimization Plan will periodically rank waste 
streams by quantity, toxicity or prevailing regulatory 
emphasis. Waste quantities and volumes will be gleaned from 
several sources including the waste generation data base. A 
waste stream may be selected as a candidate for study and 
possible implementation of waste minimization based on a 
combination of its ranking and the number of other drivers 
affecting it. A list of regulations and other minimization 
drivers affecting facilities/operations at LLNL is shown in 
Table 5. Each of the waste streams may be affected by land 
bans, disposal costs, new regulations, or SARA Title III 
Section 313 (which does not currently apply to LLML). In 
addition, radioactive streams are affected by DOE Order 
5820.2A. 

In special cases, a waste stream may be selected for 
study and reduction despite its low ranking if a program has 
an urgent need to reduce its waste or if a commercially 
proven technology is readily available. This is a case of 
working smart by choosing the "low hanging fruit" which is 
ripe for the picking with little effort. 
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At this time and likely for the near future, the waste 
minimization plan will lean to emphasizing radioactive waste 
streams (facilities/operations) especially to comply with the 
recently released DOE Order 5820.2A. A milestone chart ;hows 
a tentative schedule of activities, including both 
radioactive and hazardous waste streams, for the next three 
years (Figure 8). As waste streams are periodically ranked 
and reranked, this schedule will likely be revised to reflect 
these changes by delaying one effort or study while speeding 
up or starting another effort. 

Cost savings is an important factor, but in some 
instances may not be the overriding reason for selecting 
waste streams for minimization, The published literature 
indicates that government support and incentives may be 
needed to offset costs. At the plant level, overhead monies 
may be required to assist programs in paying for waste 
minimization. Regulations appear to be a significant driver 
now and all indications are that they will continue to be so 
in the future. The literature reports that the main driver 
is fe;»r of future liabilities. 

In the work to date for several facilities, several 
targets of opportunity for been identified for waste 
reduction; for these, capital costs have been estimated 
(Table 6). These changes are primarily for process 
modifications, the third of the sequential phases of source 
reduction. Some consideration has been given to providing a 
non-programmatic capital fund to provide these funds rather 
than facing the bureaucratic barriers and delays when 
programs directly pay for capital expenditure. This may be 
helpful -- programs may be less reluctant to identify targets 
of opportunity for fear that they do not have the funds for 
implementation. 

The data base for waste reduction is limited in so far as 
its use as a crystal ball for quantitatively predicting waste 
reduction for specific waste stream types or industries. 
Until far more information becomes available, one can only 
roughly predict that waste minimization for any waste stream 
will follow the general curve in Figure 1 for either 
hazardous or radioactive waste. Table 7 shows projected 
waste reductions for various was'e streams for the next few 
year*. These rates may be substantially modified as 
additional data becomes available; the list may b<j expanded 
as the waste minimization effort increases in scope. 
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Three Major Technical Elements 

Waste Minimization 
Reduction to the extent feasible of hazardous waste that 
is generated or subsequently treated, stored or disposed 
of. It includes any source reduction, recycling or treatment 
activity that reduces total volume and/or toxicity of hazardous 
was te . 

Source Reduction 

Any activity that reduces or 
eliminates the generation 
of hazardous waste within 
a process. 

Recycling 

Any activity that involves 
use, reuse or reclamation 
of waste material. 

Treatment 

Any activity that reduces 
volume and/or toxicity of 
hazardous waste without 
attendant generation of a 
reusable material or 
energy stream. 
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Notes: 

1- Letter, "DOE Waste Minimization Program, 
Vaeth to Fisher, October 7, 1988. 

2. Mixed waste land ban — 1st third at same 
time as the 3rd of hazardous waste. 

3. Other factors driving waste minimization 
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site for other LLNL projects such as DWTF. 

4. Some consider this the most significant 
driver. 
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Milestone Chart fo r LLNL Waste Minimization 
Program Plan 
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Table 1 
Waste Generators at 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

LLNL Waste Generators 

Major Programmatic Facilities 

Misc. Laboratory Facilities 

Misc. General Plant Facilities 

Misc. Shop Facilities 

Facility/Operation 

Laser Facilities 
Laser Isotope Facilities 
Beam Research & Magnetic Fusion Energy Facilities 
LIS Solid LSA Waste 

Biomedical & Environmental Sciences Facilities 
Special Materials Operations 
Nuclear Chemistry Facilities 
Experimental Physics Facilities 
Special Physics Studies 
Experimental Engineering Facilities 
Hazard Control Analytical Laboratories 
Chemistry and Material Science Facilities 
Biomedical Animal Carcasses 
LSA Solid Waste Generated Lab-wide 

General Plant 
Photochemical and Reproduction Facilities 
Salvage Operations 
Classified Nontoxic Solid Wastes to be Incinerated 

Machine shops 
Plating shops 
Expenmental Circuit Board Facility 
Plastic shops 

Waste Stream 

12 13 18 19 
8 
9 10 11 14 15 16 17 20 22 
1 6 
7 21 
2 3 4 
5 

L = Livermore Site 
S = Site 300 Location 



Waste Minimization Implementation Activities 

1 . Develop data base on waste generation. 

2 . Rank generators in decreasing order; by volume or regulatory 
emphasis eg . land bans. 

3 . Select generators from ranked list. 

4 . Visit generators and discuss waste minimization. 

5 . For each generator develop process flow sheet. 

6 . Characterize chemical and physical properties of waste streams. 

7 . Determine regulatory categories for waste streams. 

8 . Literature search/survey on published waste minimization data. 

9 . Develop minimized flow sheets. 

1 0 . Perform waste minimization feasibility study. 

1 1 . Make recommendations to program. 

1 2 . Implement waste minimization training for generator personnel. 

RAH/WMP 

Table 2 



EPA Land Disposal Ban Schedule 

Wastes 
Statutory/ 

Effective Date 
Date of 

Promulgation 

Dioxln containing wastes and 
spent or discarded solvents 

November 8, 1986 November 7, 1986 
(51 FR 40572) 

Specified wastes that Include 
liquid hazardous wastes 
containing cyanides, PCBs, 
corrosives, or certain metals 
and hazardous wastes containing 
halogenated organic compounds. 

July 8, 1987 July 8, 1987 
(52 FR 25760) 

At least one third of all 
listed hazardous wastes 
including F0O6 wastes 

August 8, 1988 August 17, 1988 
(53 FR 31138) 

CERCLA response action 
and RCRA corrective action 
soil and debris 

November 8, 1988 

At least two thirds of all 
listed hazardous wastes 

June 8, 1989 

All remaining listed 
hazardous wastes and all 
characteristic hazardous 
waste 

May 8, 1990 

Also, untreated first-third 
radloactrlve mixed waste. 
Mixed waste must be treated 
to meet the specified 
treatment standard. 

1 Newly listed wastes 
• (after Nov. a, 1984) 

Within 6 months of 
the date of Identi
f ication/l isting. 

Table 3 



Waste Reduction Legislation 
and Related Legislation 

1 
2 

Facility 
3 

Chemicals 

2 
Facility 

Wastes 

Legislation 

Bills or laws & 
<F)ederal 

(S)tate 

Introduced 
Da te , 

by Short Titles 
Comments and Current 

Status Affects the following Areas 

Prop 65(S) 1. Require warnings on chemicals 
2. Require warnings on chemical 

exposure 

SB 2767 (S) April, 1988 
Sen. Petrls 

"Toxic use 
Reduct ion" 

1. Use less chemicals, 
Use less toxic substitutes. 

SB 714(S) March, 1988 
Sen. Robertl 

Waste 
Minimization 

As of October 24, 1988, the 
bill was vetoed by Governor 
Deukmejlan. He said that 
his vote was based on a lack 
of funding. 

1, 2, 3. 

AB 496(S) Feb., 1987, 
Assembly 
Member 
Hayden 

Source Reduction 1, 2, 3. 

Table 4 



Legislation 
Bills or laws ft 

(F)ederal 
(S)tate 

Introduced I 
Date , 

by Short Titles 
Comments and Current 

Sta tus Affects the following Areas 

HR 3094(F) 

HR 3300 (F) 

S 2773(F) 

S 2774(F) 

Aug, 1987 
Rep. Green 

Sept, 1987 
Rep. Boxer 

Sept. 9 , 1988 
Sen. Baucus 

Sept. 9, 1988 
Sen. Baucus 

(F) 

(F) 

(F ) 

NOV. 8, 1986 

July 8, 1987 

Current 

Preventl t lve 
Environmental 
Protection and 
Reduction Act 

Hazardous Waste 
Reduction and 
Management Act 

Waste Minimiza
tion and Control 
Act of 1988 

Waste Minimiza
tion Revenue Act 
of 1988 

RCRA Amendments 

RCRA Amendments 

RCRA Amendments 

y 

In subcommittee, had two 
public hearings. Expect 
relntroductlon in next 
session of Congress. 

Amends Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954. Collects 
fees from virgin materials. 
Provides trust fund for waste 
minimization. Expect relntro
ductlon in next session of 
Congress . 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1 . 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

Table 4 
(continued) 

3. EPA restricts land disposal of 
dloxlns and solvents 

3. EPA bans dumping of polychlorlnated 
biphenyls (PCBs), cyanides ft metals 

3. Proposed that 24 types of hazard
ous wastes from refineries, steel 
mm emission control systems, 
and other plants be treated to reduce 
toxicity before land disposal 

Also, listed hazardous wastes 



Legislation 

Bills or laws & 
(F)ederal 

(S)tate 

Introduced 
Date , 

by Short Titles 
Comments and Current 

Status Affects the following Areas 

S 1331 (F) 

HR 2599 (F) 

HR 2800 (F) 

S 1429 (F) 

June 1987 
Sen. BIden 

June 1987 
Rep. Carper 

June 1987 
Rep. Wolpe 

June 1987 
Sen. 
Lautenberg 

Waste Reduction 
Clearinghouse Act 

waste Reduction 
Clearinghouse Act 

Hazardous Waste 
Reduction Act 

Hazardous Waste 
Reduction Act 

Alter many delays and 
changes a substitute bill 
was voted out ol sub
committee and committee. 

The bill passed in the 
last hours of the 100th 
Congress. Differences in 
HR2800 and S1429 were 
not resolved. 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1. 2, 3 

Table 4 
(continued) 



Waste Minimization Drivers Effect 
on Facilities/Operations 

Waste Stream Land DOE Order Disposal New SARA Title III *s 
Number (1) Ban 5820.2A Costs Legislation Section 313 

1 X X X X 
2 X — X X X 
3 X — X X X 
4 X — X X X 
5 X — X X X 
6 X — X X X 
7 X — X X X 
8 X — X X X 
9 X X X X X 
10 X — X X X 
11 X — X X X 
12 X — X X X 
13 X — X X X 
14 X — X X X 
15 X — X X X 
16 X — X X X 
17 X — X X X 
18 X — X X X 
19 — X X X X 
20 — — X X X 
21 X — X X X 

• 2 2 • ^ ^ ~ X X X X 

J 
(1)see Table 1 

Tang Chart 2 Table 5 



Table 6 
Identified Targets of Opportunity 

Fiscal Years [$1M = $1,000,000] 

BuirJng 
W a s t e 

S t r e a m N o . 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
Radioactive wastes 

(DOE Order 5820.2A ) 

SoNds 

Scintillation vials 

Site 300 
gravels 
151,253, 
2 9 2 , 3 3 1 , 
361 , 377, 
412 

22S 

8 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 
16,17 

— S0J2M 

$1.5M 

S0.2M 

S6.0M $025M 

Hazardous wastes 
(RCRA & HSWA regulations) 

Electroplating wastes 
Solvent wastes 

Waste waters 
Machine coolants 
Paint shops 
Antifreeze wastes 
Laser operations 

322,141 
LLNL& 
Site 300 
291,325 
321 
418 
519,611 
482 

3, 4 
Nearly all 
1 
2 
1 
1 
13 

$1.7M 
$0.07M 
S0.14M 
S0.10M 
5O.02M 
$0.02M 
$0.10M 

S2.0M 
$2.4M 

S0.25M 

$0.02M 

$0,10M 

$4.0M 

S1.25M 

S3.0M 

Total $2.15M S4.97M S6.95M S9.0M S0.2SM SOXM 



Proiected waste reductions 
Gallons (unless otherwise specified) 

Radioactive wastes 
Solids 
Scintillation vials 

Hazardous wastes 
(RCRA & HSWA regulations) 

Electroplating wastes 
Solvent wastes 
Waste waters 
Machine coolants 
Paint shop aqueous wastes 
Antifreeze wastes 

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

1,000 
220Kg 

42,000 

220Kg 

42,000 

cuyd 

40,000 49,000 57,000 
100,000 50,000 50,000 

14,700 15,600 
24,000 

2,400 

Table 7 



Table 8 

Training Efforts 

Extent and nature of employee and management 
training in waste reduction 

Programmatic Breifinas 

B141 Experimental circuit Board 

B322 Plating Shop 

B325 Cooling Towers 

B151 Nuclear Chemistry 

B411 Supply and Distribution 

B321 Matl Fabrication Division 

B418 Paint Shops 

B4385 MFE 

B611 Motor Pool 

All Facilities using or handling 
lead — Lead Integrated Management 
Program (LIMP) Steering Committee 

Site 300 waste from firing tables 

Waste freon containers 

B482 LIS 

Dates 

Aug 5, 1986 

June 18, 1986 

July 11, 1986 

Sept 10, 1986 

Mar 2, 1987 

Apr 6, 1987 

Apr 21, 1987 

Apr 23, 1987 

May 4, 1987 

June 17, 1987 

Nov 9, 1987 

Feb 9, 1989 

Mar 2, 1989 

Publications 

Environmental Forum 
"Minimizing Hazardous Waste," 
by R.A. Heckman 

The Quarterly 
"Managing the Laboratory's 
Hazardous Waste" 

Feb 9, 19B9 

Dec , 1987 



Table 8 
(cont) 

Publications fcontl Dates 
Newsline 
New panel formed to study Apr 19, 1989 
reducing hazardous waste 
Reducing hazardous waste Feb 15, 1989 
becoming more vital to Lab 
Hazardous waste minimization Feb 9, 1989 
talk set for Thursday 
Talk scheduled on hazardous Feb 1, 1989 
waste 
Tuesday A.M. Update 

Waste Minimization Committee Apr 18, 1989 
forming 
Waste Minimization talk on Feb 7, 1989 
tap this Thursday 

Waste Minimization talk Jan 31, 1989 
slated for February 9 



MAR 9 '89 9:09 FROM LLNL/A/O DK FtSHER PAGE.002 

February 27, WW 

DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT ON WASTE MINIMIZATION 

It ii important that the laboratory make a strong commitment to watte 

minimization—particularly to hazardous and radioactive waste minimization. 

Our goal is to reduce the Laboratory's hazardous/radioactive waste streams 

by a major factor in the next three to Ave years by reducing feneration and 

increasing recycling. We will implement an incentive system where each 

Laboratory program will pay the costs associated with the handling and 

disposal of its waste. Each program will establish waste minimization p i t s 

and develop plans and assign responsibility for achieving these goals. Waste 

minimization will be incorporated in the design of new projects. 

/ j o h n H . Nuckolls 

Director 

.•^ttach^ienc 1 



Miu 

Hovemb.f j o , logg 

TO: Associate Directors 

FROM: Dennis K. f isher 

SUBJECT: Haste Mio in imion 

f 

The need for « Laboratory vast* minimisation program was discussed at 
our most recent Director's Meeting. As a follow-up to that discussion, 
the Hazardous Haste Division will begin collection of information seeded 
to evaluate waste minimization options for the Laboratory, including the 
possibility of a waste processing recharge. 

The gathering of information will be done in coordination with the 
Controller's Office. Information will be collected on the Hazardous and 
Kadioactive Haste Disposal form (LL 5344-B, 5344) copy attached. The 
Hazardous Waste Division will compile data related to the amounts of 
waste being generated by program/location and charge to an appropriate 
cost account entered on this form. The data accumulated will provide 
useful planning information back to program Management. Ho recharging 
will be implemented without proper organisational review based on the 
information gathered is the study. 

The Hazardous Haste Management Division will contact your program 
representatives directly regarding the intonation gathering process, I 
would appreciate your support of this activity. 

1 19 
Dennis K. f i she r 

Attachment 2 

UnrjersiyCfCaPyna 

1 • Lawrence Uvermore 
L J I National Laboratory 



IJniltd StttM Govemnwnt DtpartmMt of Em 

memorandum 
" * » I JAN f»J 

wivra 
»TTNC* San Francisco Operations Office CAMDP) 

SUURT Waste Minimization Program CWMP) Plan and Biennial Report 

TO. Thomas E. Kindman, Director, Office of Defense Waste and Transportation 
Management, DP-12 

Attached are tne requested documents related to SAN's DP WMP. They describe 
the history and present status of HMP efforts at LLNL, including implementa
tion plans, training programs and accomplishments to date. The attachments 
should be considered pre-decisional and have not yet had our complete 
review. 
The LLNL VHP program has been in existence since 1985, but has been a 
relatively small ana informal effort (2 FTE's). Waste Minimization is one 
of ny highest priority activities in 1989, and my staff has begun working 
with LLNL environmental and program managers to expand the program and 
increase its effectiveness. 
I have designated Joe Cullen of -sw Livermore Operations Division as the 
SAN DP Waste Minimization Manage : he will be assisted by Dan Hakanara. 
Tney are conducting regular m e c . ^ s with the LLNL HMP Manager and are 
working on several areas that I believe need innediate attention or are 
being considered to bring more visibility to the WMP. These include deve
lopment of a historical waste generation baseline, development of specific 
waste reduction goals, expansion of the training program, implementation of 
an incentive system such as direct charging of waste generated and waste 
reduction performance elements for managers, and promulgation of LLNL WMP 
poiicy. A public announcement of an expanded WHP at the site, including a 
press conference, is being considered by LLNL and SAN. Many of these 
initiatives are at the formulation stage and have yet to be fully defined. 

Ik. Vaeth 
nant Manager 

fpr Defense Programs 
Attachments: 

'. EPA Biennial Report for LLNL 
5. LLNL Waste Minimization Program 

Plan (12/88) 

Fischer, LLNL 

ATTACHMENT 3 



Department of Energy 
San Francisco Operations Office 
1333 Broadway 
Oakland. California 94612 

R E C E I V E D 

DEC 231988 
ENVHTCWV:\-.V. 

r-aQTcc*iONoe»>T 

December 21, 1988 

«• *'y. 

: - f ,"-« . . _ r j 
»•••»» S 
,.\ in S 

«*<« 
S 

. — . — 

R. C. Ragaini 
Department Held 
Environmental Protection Department 
University of California 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
P. 0. Box 808, L-192 
Livermore, Cal i fornia 94550 

/k#&a 

Subject: DOE Haste Minimization Program for LLNL 
Dear Mr. Ragaini; 
DOE Order 5820.2A (10/24/88) requires Field Offices to establish formal Haste 
Minimization Prograis CHRP) and to establish the position of Waste 
Minimization Program Manager. The tasks Include: 

o Evaluating historical and projected waste generation data and 
minimization goals. 

o Monitoring and highlighting operating experiences, successes and 
failures. 

o Determining merits of various waste minimization techniques. 
o Requiring incentive programs and analyzing priorities. 
o Promulgating source reduction as the priority goal versus treatment 

and recycling and ensuring that the HRP is auditable. 
I am designating Dan Nakahara as the HRP Manager, and would like to meet with 
you and your Haste Minimization staff sometime between January 3 and 13 to 
begin the program. As a first step SAN needs to determine the present status 
of LLNL's Haste Minimization efforts and compile and evaluate historical waste 
generation data. To the extent historical data may not yet be in a form that 
allows normalized year by year comparisons and an understanding of trends, Dan 
is available to manually compile the data. 

cc: M. Hooper, Acting AMDP 
D. Nakahara, SAN 
M. Kamiva. SAN 

Sincerely, 

Joe Cull en 
ATTACHMENT -
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Dtpirtmtnt of Entrgy 
San Frincisco Optrahons Office 

1333 Broadway 
Oakland. California 9461? 

OEC 231988 
Mr. Richard C. Ragaini 
Departuent Head 
Environmental Protection Departmtnt 
Lawrence Liveraore National Laboratory 
University of California 
P. 0. Box »0t, L - m 
Livernore, California 94 550 
Subject: Site Implementation Plan for DOE 5S20.2A 
Dear Mr. Ragaini; 
The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive 
Waste Management," establishes policies, guidelines and Dinioun 
requirements for managing radioactive and nixed wastes and 
contaminated facilities. This Order constitutes the revision and 
replacement of DOE Order 5820.2 dated February 6, 1984. The 
requirements in the revised Order reflects DOE's determination to 
issue a more prescriptive regulation for managing DOE wastes, 
much liXe counterpart regulations promulgated by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission and the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Per DOE Order 5820.2A, you are required to prepare a Site 
Implementation Plan. The purpose of the implementation plan is 
to provide guidance for programmatic and funding decisions on 
waste-related issues. The i»pjjmejat>ti<fr-plaj_shalj describe the 
schedules, costs, .a^-TO'aHTvassurance activitTes^or compliance 
with the reguiremenTsTf this Order, You should-already have a 
copy of the "Implementation Guidance for DOE Order 5820.2A" dated 
October 24, 1988, which contains guidance for preparing the Site 
Implementation Plan. Please submit your implementation plan by 
Karen 31, 198S, for our comsents and review. 

If you require additional information, please contact Dan 
Nakahara on (415) 273-7412 or me on (415) 273-7836. 

Sincerely, 

<". 
filbert T. Fong 
waste Management Coordinator 
Defense Programs Division 

cc: J. cullen, ISO 
S. Jackson, L-620 
W. Warner, ESQA 

ATTACHMENT 5 
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^ ' ta"j 6«IKT .JRS8U, 

DRAFT 
Dr. DtnnJi K. rittor 
Uboritorjr Auocliti Dlwtor 
AditnlitrttlMi I OtintlMi 
UMMrilt* of CWforaU 
tivrtnci llvtraorc H»t1oA«1 Libontory 
P. 0. Box W , L.JO 
Itvtriort, C»MforAi» 94550 

SubjKt: D0£ Hiiti HlAt«l2itlen Proorn 

De>r Or. Mjhtr: 

- • • IMi M /fcd\p 

OK'i Office of Difinti Pro«r*«i 1» in tht proctts of ntiblliM f t f l forul 
;*qu1r*«ntt for* vutt •iMiittttoA progrU riqu1r»dby\„ "J jLrS 

tf'l imbUst priorities for cwtrjctor'j uttt itAlalzitlM ifforti Th. 
Mjheit priority H lource rodoctfon, fellowd by m j t l " j »«J K i U i t 

' J f J ^ ' »2«»^«MJ rtfluctloM 1* sourci vttt* flinintlon it luri cm/Id bt 
ruHjM. Kovivir, tc mcfc th«st objittlvtj lay>win that wit i 

S ; 2fWw,IA<f " " * w m t h " * • • ' • * « • This . i n " v ? . t« 
th( Hjnlflcifit tOit ivoldmct and living! to their on proorw. " ' 

Stncirtly, 

Tirry A. Vittft 
Aisfstut Kimtr 

for 0«fens i Progrm 

ee: 9. Gilpin, LLNL D R A F T 
l 0 a ' 3 9 W "HSU M 0/W/1N11 W08J 60:rl 68. 01 130 
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December 9, 1988 

AOMINISTfUTION IUILOI 
105Z Sooth Liw«'mo»t Am 

Liwrmoft.CAM! 
(4)5) WJ-41 

Mr. flora Petersen 
LLHL 
L-657 
p. 0. BOX 808 
Liverjaore, Ch 94550 
Dear Mr. Petersen: 
The City of Liventore is participating in an area-wide waste 
manageaent study. The purpose is to gather inforaation on what 
is currently being done to minimize the waste stream coming 
from the Liveruore area. 
As a first step, it is requested that you provide a brief 
sususary of the efforts of your organization in the following 
areas: 

1. The amount and type of recycled products being 
purchased. 

2. How or if your organization encourages the purchase 
of recycled products. 

3. The amount and type of material your organization 
collects for recycling annually. 

4. DO you have a program to reduce the total generation 
of waste materials by a waste^management program? 
If so, please describe. ^ 

5. Do you have a program to reduce the total generation 
of toxic and hazardous waste materials? If so, 
please describe. 

A reply will be appreciated by January 10, 1989 so that a 
report can be prepared for forwarding to the Alameda County 
Waste Management Authority. A copy of our report will be sent 
to all those responding. 
If you have any questions, please call me at 449-4023. 

Sincerely, 

//JOHN HIHE! HIHES 
V Director of Public Works 

JH:js 

IU£RMOR£ ATl'ACHMEST 7 



Tinlted StatM Government Department of Cnrgy 

memorandum 
OAT* - ' 

wir >o 
ATTKOf: DP-123 

IUWCT: Waste Reduction Guidance 

TO: Manager, Albuquerque Operations Office 
Manager, Chicago Operations Office 
Manager, Idaho Operations Office 
Manager, Nevada Operations Office 
Manager, Oak Ridge Operations Office 
Manager, Richland Opiratfons Office 
Manager, San Fr-.^isco Operations Office 
Manager, Savant ah River Operations Office 
As you know, the responsibility for coordinating the Offke of Defense 
Programs (DP) waste reduction activities has been dilegited to the Offlci of 
Defense Waste and Transportation Management (DwTH). The purpose of this 

I memorandum 1« to provide additional information on the definition and 
objectives of waste reduction, the Jit?, needs and reporting requirements, m d 
guidance on technology transfer Activities. 
In order to be consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
definitions, DP Is defining waste minimization is any action that minimizes 
the volume or toxicity of waste by: (1) avoiding Its generation, or (2) 
recycling. This can be accomplished by source reduction activities such as 
-,«ter1als substitution, good housekeeping practices, and prociss modifications 
it recycling the generated waste via reuse or reclamation. However, because 
treatment Is also a significant part of minimizing Impacts to the environment, 
wastt reduction is defined as waste minimization Dlus treatment to reduce 
etthtr the VOIIMM or texleUy of wittt roquli-lna. Tripoiil. for purport of 
this doflnltlon, wiitt may be hazardous, radloictlva, or nfxtrf. 

To assure consistency among the DP offices, I have established, with the 
concurrence of the cognizant office directors, a Vaste Reduction Steering 
Committee. This Comlttet 1s composed of a representative froi tht Office of 
Weapons Safety and Operations (John Ahlqutst), the Office of Weapons 
Production (John Harchetti), the Office of Weapons Research, Development and 
Testing (Albert Evans), and the Office of Nuclear Materials Production 

- {Say Greenberg). The Connlttee will bt chaired by John Mithur of ay staff and 
will report to me. Tht Steering Committee's gbjeutlm include: *IX1H1E1»I 
information exchange, Identifying current and futun data needs and reporting 
requirements, and guiding future activities between tht DP program 

k. organizations and their respective sites. Tht Committee's charter Is 
•V attached. 

Attachraent 8 



I 
I previously requested that you provide a copy of your 1988 Supirfund 
S.-̂ ndflint ind R*iuthoHxit1on Act TItU III bltnnlil rtpcrt to tM» a t t i e t . 
After the Steering C 6 * m t « * hat reviewed this* reports, the Committee Will 
visit each site to discuss ongoing waste reduction activities. The purpose of 
these visits will be to become more full tar with your existing waste 
reduction pr«cttcti, tctWUlii, end docuMntttlon* to review your reporting 
procedures; and to solicit information on your data base/data management 
needs. 
It is our intention to minimize the amount of effort you must spend developing 
data for Headquarters and EPA. Therefore, we are also working with the Office 
of the Assistant Secretary for environment, Safety and Health to develop 
specific data requirements which will minimize the impacts of preparing waste 
reduction reports. 
Mr. MdLhur will L U I I U U yuur uffke aliurllj lu i«t up detea Tor the»« vi»H». 
At that time, he will also provide you with additional Information on whit the 
committee would like to discuss during Its visit. 
Technology and information exchange among the sites is an Important aspect of 
a successful waste reduction program. To assist the Steering Committee In 
this aspect, I have requested the Hazardous Haste Remedial Actions program 
iujjpurl iunlr«Uui ufTice (HAZWtAr) to «tt as • coordinating point for 
technology transfer and Information exchange. The HAZHRAP will also organize 
future workshops on waste reduction technology and activities. The workshop 
coordinator 1s Nancy Rothermich, who -"in be reached at (FTS) 626*2086. 

ThOMS 8. HI noun, J r . ^ 
Director, Office of Defense Haste 

and Transportation Management 
Defense Programs 

Attachment 
ce: 
J. Ahlquist, DP-222 
J. Harehettl, (9-231 
J. Powers, EH-231 
A. Evans, 0P-Z42.Z 
R. Greenbergt Of-13 



Dtpartmont ol Eneffly 
San Francisco Oparationj Office 

1933 Broadway 
Oakland, Calilornia 94612 

Mr. Dennis Fisher, 
Laboratory Associate Director 

for Administration and Operations 
Lawrence Livernore National Laboratory 
P, 0. Box 808, L-161 
Livennore, CA 94550 

Dear Mr. Fisher: 
Pursuant to DOE Order 5820.2a, please submit to SAN by 
September 30, 1989, a Waste Minimization (WM) Program Plan 
which specifies quantified WM goals for LLNL generators and 
requires them to assign individual organizational respons
ibility for working toward and/or achieving these goals. This 
plan is required to be updated annually. Beginning in FY90 
SAN will be conducting WM audits of generator's progress in 
implementing the plan and achieving their goals. 

On June 30, 1989, please have the LLNL WM Steering Committee 
or other entity begin providing the SAN WM Program Coordinator 
(Joe Cullen, X34 340) quarterly summary status reports of the 
above items, other waste minimization requirements per RCRA 
and the DOE Orders, the LLNL waste recharge rate status and 
other relevant information. Should problems arise which 
indicate that LLNL may not implement the recharge rate as 
proposed on October 1, 1989, please notify me right away. As 
previously indicated, I believe the recharge rate, or some 
method requiring generator's to fund the true cost of handling 
their own waste, is essential to the success and credibility 
of LLNL's WM program. 

Sincerely, 

•Terry A. Vaeth 
Assistant Manager 

for Defense Programs 
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April 3,1989 

ID: Distribution 

FROM: Dennis X. Fisher 

SUBJECT: Watte Minimization Steering Committee 

Recently, DOE issued Order 5820.2A "Radioactive Waste 
Management," which establishes policies, guidelines, and minimum 
requirements by which DOE facilities manage their radioactive and mixed 
waste. 

In order to meet the requirements of this new order and to implement 
the Director's statement on waste minimization, a waste minimization 
steering committee is being formed. Richard Ragaini, head of the 
Environmental Protection Department, will chaii the committee and will 
report to me. Richard Hedcman, the Waste Minimization Project Leader, will 
serve as the secretary. Please appoint your representative to serve on this 
committee. 

The steering committee charter will include the review and evaluation 
of the proposed recharge system, and development of an auditable waste 
minimization plan including goals for all appropriate waste streams at the 
Lab. 

Jk*= Dennis K. Fisher 
Laboratory Associate Director 
Administration and Operations 

cy. J. H. Nuckolls 
P.LCoyie 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 
IOSWEN-MOI3M) 

Dr«ft Guidance to Hazardous W M » 
GtiMrnon on the Eltmantt ol t 
W n t i Minimization Program 
•Glxer: Environmental Protection 
Agency |EPA|. 
acnotc Draft guidance and request for 
corr.mer.!. 

S.'MMMT: ......imemj ut being iou.'.ij 
on the following document, entitled 
Draft Cuia:.-.ce to Hozardon Wiisit 
Cthtraion on ihtBener.ti oro Watt 
Mainuicum Pro$rwn. Thi» guidance 
•ti developed to esiut hazardous 

waste generators in complying with toe 
certification requirements of lecaoru 
30O2!b) and 3005(h) of the Solid Waste 
Disposal AC- as amended by the 
Resource C;r.ser.'atj:r. and Recovery 
Act (RCKA) wd the Kazatdeus and 
Solid Waste Amendments si 19M 
fHSWA). which became ei'iecnve on 
September 1.1945. 

An eifecuve waste minimization 
program at viewed by the Ajency 
should have the following banc 
elements: (l)Top Management Support: 
(2) Characier.zauon of Wane 
Generation: (3) Periodic Waste 
Minimization Assessment! [4J A Cost 
AUociuon Svsien: |5] Encouragement of 
Technology Transfer, and (B) Program 
Evaiuacon. Wbiie these element* 
provice guidance to genera ton on how a 
minimization program for hazardous 
wane may be structured, the Agency 
believes (hat they are equally valid for 
the d e n e of * multi-media source 
rtducnon ana recycling program. This 
g-jidance II consilient with EPA'i belief 
that facilities should have broad ' 
pollution prevention programs with the 
goal of preventing or reducing wants, 
lubitances. discharges and/or 
emissions to ill environmental media— 
air. land, surface water and ground 
water. 

Htlattd Action: EPA published in the 
rederal Keener, on |anuary 26.19N (St 
FR IMS), a proposed policy itatement 
on source reduction and recycling. This 
policy commiii the Agency lo i 
preventive strategy to reduce or 
eliminate the generation of' 
environmentally-harmful pollutant! 
which may bt released lo the air. land, 
surfac* water or ground water. It further 
propotet lo incorporate this preventive 
strategy into EPA'i overall mission to 
protect human health and tbi 
environment by making Hurt* 
reduction i priority for (vary aspect of 
Agency decision-miking and pUutif. 
with tnriroftmiBially-tound recycling i» 

i itcond priority over treatment and 
disposal. Today'i drift guidance is in 
niT.ple of the application of this policy 
in the RCRA program for haiardoui 
waste. 
oani: EPA urges interested parties to 
comment on (his draft notice in writing 
The deadline for submitting written 
comments :i Sepiember 11.1969. 
ABoatlSK: All comments mud be 
subtutted (onjaiil and two copicij to: 
EPA RCRA Docket Iroots SE-2H1) lasil 
cat Ci-3C5;. « 1 "M" Sees-.. SW.. 
Washington. DC :W60. Place the docket 
number. = F-68-WMPP-FFT7F. on your 
comments. 
r-Oa FURTHER IKFORU»nON. CONTACT 
James Lour.sbury, Office of Solid Wane 
1202136:^30:. or the RCRA Hotline ' 
[eC0-124-93«). 

Draft Guidance to Hezardous Waste 
Generators oo tha Elements of a Waste 
Minimization Program 

/. F-jrpost 

The purpose of today'i notice ii to 
provide non-binding guidance lo 
generators of regulated hazardous 
wastes on what constitutes i "program 
in place" lo comply with the 
certification requirement! of sections 
3081b) and 3005(h) of the Sobd~Wa»ie 
Disposal Act. as amended by the 
Resource Conservation u d Recovery 
Act {RCRA] and the Hazardous aad 
Solid Waste Amendment) of 1964 
(KSVVA). Such certification! require 
generator! to implement program to 
reduce the volume and ternary of 
hazardous wastes generated to the 
extent economically practicable. This 
guidance ii intended to fulfill a 
commitment mide by EPA in ill 1986 
report to Congresi entitled. 
Minimization of Hazardous Want. > 

//. Bocigwund 
With the passage of HSWA. Confresi 

established a national policy declaring 
the importance of reducing or 
eliminating the feneration of hazardous 
waste. Specifically, section 1003(b) 
stales: 
ThiConrmi hereby declim II to be • 
Biuonil policy of the United Slim that. 
wherever feasible, the aiDcradoa tf 
buvdoui wiite Is lo be reduced m 
disunited at expeditiously ai poiiibl*. 
Wine that la ruvirOwIm gcneraied should 
bi Inilii llored or dupoitd *f M U to 
niruriuu present aid future threat la kuiu 
health ind the ennnniiral, 

It thii declaration. Congress 
estibtished • clear priority for reducing 
or eliminating (he gewation of 

>lintM«Mlimi/IH>MafiATilbldrl»rf 
DHniwiuCMimi. 

M i n i HtfiiUr / Vol. i i No. Ill 

Mondiy. |mw I t 19M 

hazardous wastes (i concept referred to 
I I waste minimization, over ntnaging 
wastes that were "nevirthtlnr 
generated. 

EPA believei that hazardous waste 
minimization means the reduction, lo 
the extent feasible, of hazardous wane 
that it generated pnor to treatment. 
norage or disposal of the wail*. It it 
defined as any source reduction or 
recycling activity that resulti in either 
(1) Reduction of total volume of 
hazardous waitr (J) twWtjiwi of 
toxicity c-f hazardous watte: or (3) both. 
as long ai that reduction ia consistent 
with the general toil of minimizing 
present and future threats to human 
health and the environment.' 

Waste minimisation can result ia 
significant benefit! for industry. EPA 
hebeves in edecove wain 
minimization program will contribute to: 

(]) Minimcm; quantities of regulated 
hazardous waste generated, thereby 
•educing waste r.anageir.est and 
coopiiance costi: ' 

(:] Improving product yields: 
|3| Reducing or eliminating 

inventories and release! of "hazardous 
chemicals" reportable under Title Q of 
the Superfund Amendments and 
RiauthoniaooD Act ud/or 

(4) Lowering Superfund. corrective 
action and toxic ton liabilities. 

Besides establishing the national 
policy, Congress alio enacted several 
provisions in HSWA for implementing 
hazardous waste ffliniraizanon. These 
included i geMritor cerorlcinoi on 
bisi-dom waste manifests and permits 
for CtatmecL storage, or disposal of 
hazardous wane. RCRA 3002(b). These 
ceruficanoni (effective September 1. 
1915) require generators certify two 
conditions: Trill |J) the generator of the 
hazardous waste has a program in place 
to reduce the volume or quanity and 
toxicity of such wails to the degree 
determined by the generator lo be 
economically practicable: and (2) the 
proposed method of treatment, storage 
or disposal la that practicable method 
currently available to the generator 
which minimizes thi present and future 

HuaidMi<riiiiBiiii>inliNl»tlMevtJiieM 
K luaiy rrdictiM uuwiktitaer a Mwta 
rrigflu* « mrdui mtam* ui HNIH la *t 
(WycSHilriiktukiiuilmhriullH ' 
n w e t t Thi IH iu(»»llntirti«i •mWiean 
trm we « wouf mil «Hn« n MIII>II e«ii 
•MauutuUiriittiuiMIIHiJMIwantl 
MMWIHI CMSMIIJ WM> Sw r»e«rm H h t 
ultM. let «»>el«, a i w n w i l l i mm 
tin* tm nttrtrf etiwM wwnmii f*t * 

aw* it itikiir tWwim **M m u 
MMUBII mm umainfcw mtm km 
ncrdntiMfi wirt »n*w*. 
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threat to human health and tht 
environment. 

In addition. Congress alio added a 
new provision in 19H tin I require* 
hazardous wane generators to identify 
in their biennial reporti to EPA [or the 
Stale]: (1) Tht efforts undertaken during 
the year to reduce the volume and 
toxicity of wi j ;e fenerated: and |2) the 
changes in volume and toncity actually 
achieved in comparison with previous 
years, to the extent such information is 
available pnor to 1964 (RCRA 3002 
(a)(8)). 

Today'! notice provides non-binding 
guidance to hataraous wasit generators 
in response lo the certification^ 
rtquireser.'.s ••, Hs"v¥A.5pecifiM!!y. 'I 
•doresses Lie first of the certification 
condition! thai states that "the 
generator of tie hazardous wasie has a 
program in p.ace to reduce the volume 
or quantity and toxicity oi suca waste to 
the ceptt determined lo be 
economically practicable." 

EPA is net. however, providing 
_.. j ^ - - , n » .k» ^•icr^iri-cn of the 
phrase "economically practicaoie'. As 
Congress indicated in its accompanying 
report loHSWA' the tern 
"econonictlly practicable" is lobe 
defined and dete.tmned by the gereraior 
and i i cot eubiect to subsequent tt-
evtluation by EPA The generator of the 
hazardous wasie. for purposes of this 
certification, has the flexibility to 
determine what is economically 
practicable for t ie generator's 
cireusstancea. Whether this 
dittrmjiat io: :a mace for aii si its 
operations or on a ute-speciiic basis is 
for Lie generator to decide. 

EPA bss received numerous bquir.es 
on what consumes a wtste 
nimzuzatioa program, to today's notice 
EPA l» provide! oraft guidance 10 
hazardous waste generators on wnal the 
Agency believes art (be basic elesenu 
of a wtete tcuumubon program. 

EPA believe* that loday'a guidance 
may provide direction to large quantity 
and small quantity generators in 
fulfilling their manifest certification 
requirement. Small quantity generators, 
while not subject to tht aamt "program 
in place" certification requirement aa 
large quantity generator), have to certify 
that they have "made a good faith effort 
to minimue" their waste generation. 

Tht elements discussed her* reflect 
the results of agency analysts 
conducted over the last several yean 

• 1tU» No. St-ita. Stit & H . Ill Stu. [1SCI 

tnd tKltnuvt utitriciion with prime 
tnd public sector waste minimization 
program managers. EPA believes that an 
tffecnve waste minimisation program 
should include each of tht general 
elements discussed below, although 
EPA realises that soma of these 
elements may be implemented in 
different ways depending on the 
preferences of individual firms. 

A Top Mono/tmint Support- Top 
management should ensure that waste 
minimization is a company-wide effort, 
There art many ways to accomplish this 
goal. Some of the methods described 
below may bt suitable for some firms 
and r.oi omen However, some 
combination of the>e ieci,iioi>« should 
be used by every Ens to demonstrate 
top management support 

—Make wtstt minimization a 
company pobey. Put this policy in 
wnong and distribute it to a'J 
departments. Make it each person's 
responsibility to identify opportunities 
{or ninimizir4 waste. Reinforce the 
;;!)c-.' in day-to-day onerations. at 
meetings and other company functions. 

—Set specific goal* for reducing tht 
volume or ternary of wistt streams. 

—Commit to implementing 
recommendations identified through 
assessments, evaluations or other 
means. 

—Designate a w ine minimization 
coordinator at each facility to ensure 
effective implementation of tht prosr.'am, 

—Publidit success stones. It wiii 
trigger additional ideas. 

—Rewire employees that identify 
cost-eQectivt waste minimization 
oportumoes. 

—Tram employees oc aspects of 
waste i n ' " ' " " " " " " that relate to their 
job. Include all departments, such is 
those in product design capnai 
pluming, production operations, and 
maintenance. 

B. Chancurizotion of Waste 
Cenemuon. Maintain a wu ie 
accounting system to track the types. 
amounts and hazardous constituents of 
wastti and the date) they a n 
generated. 

C. Periodic Vfattt Minimitatioti 
Assessments. Track materials thai 
eventually wind up as waste, from the 
loading dock lo the point at which they 
become a watte. 

—Identify opportunities at all points 
In a process where materials can be 
prevented from becoming i wasit (for 
tjemple, by using less material, 
recycling matt rials in the process. 

finding substitutes, cr making equipment 
changes). Individual processes or 
facilities should bt reviewed 
periodically. Larger companies may find 
it useful to establish a team of 
Independent txperts. 

—Determine (hi true costs of tht 
waste. Calculate the costs of tht 
materials found in tht waste stream 
based on the purchase pnee of those 
materials. Calculate tht cost of 
managing tht wasttt that art generated, 
including costs for personnel, 
recordkeeping, transportation, liabdity 
insurance, pollution control equipment, 
treatment tnd disposal and others. 

D. A cost oilocotioti system. 
Septrsne.nts and managers shouid bt 
charted "fully-loaded" wane 
management costs for the wtstes they 
generate, factoring in liability, 
compliance tod oversight costs. 

E.£wuftJge Techflobfy Transfer. 
Seek or exchange technical information 
cr. wasit minimi2aDon from other pans 
of your company, from other firms, trade 
=£s,c;j-ccs, S'='£ ard '.^vcrsiry 
technical assistance programs or 
professional consultants. Many 
techniques have been evaluated and 
documented that may be useful in your 
facility. 

F. Prcjrvm Svoluotion. Conduct a 
periodic review of program 
effeenveness. Use these reviews lo 
provide feedback and identify potential 
are is for improvement. 

Although wasie mimmiMhon 
prances have demonstrated their 
usefulness tnd beoefiti to those 
generators dial have implemented such 
programs, many others i d ) have not 
p.-tcaeed waste tDuumizaaoo. Today's 
guidance on effective waste 
minimization practices say help 
encourage regulated entities to 
investigate waste minimization 
alternatives, implement cew programs. 
or upgrade existing programs. Although 
the approaches described above are 
directed toward minimizing hazardous 
solid waste, they are equally valid for 
design of multimedia source reduction 
ind recycling programs. 

EPA requests convr.mil on all aspects 
of this guidance. 

Our June 11989. 
William K.l*illy. 
Aimmntmtot 
IF* Dot t t - t u u Filed e-9-ta MS ass) 
m a t pact saw lew 

http://bquir.es
http://convr.mil


D*Dartm*nt of Entrav Of'ivrofTHi 
San Francisco Optraiions Othct ryKijUiN.e- -" •'• 

'333 Sfoadway u 7 <• 
Oakland. CalMorma 94612 ™ ' i'.i ^ W '89 

FEB 2 < 1989 

Mr. John H. Nuckolls 
Director, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
P.O. Box808, L-l 
Livermore, CA 94550 

Subject: FY 89 Annual Management Appraisal Plan 

Dear M .̂ Nuckolls: 

Enclosed is SANs FY 89 Management Appraisal Plan for Lawrence Livennore 
National Laboratory covering institutional management, programs support, 
operations support and administrative performance. 

Terry A. Vaeth, Assistant Manager for Defense Program*, has overall 
responsibility for the execution of the laboratory appraisal process through 
Michael K. Hooper, Director of Weapons Development Division (WDD). 

I look forward to positive dialogue with regard to this program and would 
appreciate any comments you might have on the effectiveness of SAN/LLNL 
working relationships and interfaces, as well as on the appraisal process. Our 
intent is to encourage the management at LLNL at all levels to perform self-
assessments of work in addition to SAN's independent assessments. Our joint 
objective should be that these self-assessments and our independent assessment 
continue to assist in improving performance while avoiding unnessary surprises. 

Thank you for your cooperation on this effort. 

Sincerely, 

y?- JoAnnElferink 
Manager 

Enclosure: 
FY-89 Annual Management Appraisal Plan 
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» f ny(itu|iftnal yanappment Performance 

Community Relations & Public I External Affairs • Coordination and 
cooperation in dealing with local, State and Federal governments and the press in 
view of the need for increased sensitivity. 

Funding Priorities - Coordination and cooperation to resolve LLNL'SAN 
issues involving funding and prioritization of programs and projects, with a goal 
of a mutually agreed upon LLNL FY91 budget request. Establishment of a visible 
internal LLNL decision process for timely resolution of funding priorities should 
be an objective. Total estimated cost controls should be included in this process. 

• Programmatic Performance 

Weapons Program • Cooperat'on with NV, AL and SAN to complete 
program objectives in a timely manner, 

* Operations Support Performance 

Reduction of Special Nuclear Materials - Efforts to reduce in process 
material inventor)- and static reserve. 

Wast- Minimization - Establish a program that incentives waste 
raanagemei.. and minimization with an established FYS9 goal to reduce 
hazardous radioactive waste and toxic non-radioactive waste below FY88 actual 
levels. 

Laboratory Infrastructure • Establish a management priority to bring to 
resolution the near-term activities for the laboratory's high f-ower electrical 
distribution system and sewer diversion system consistent witii committments. 
Establish a process for planning and assessment of other infrastructure areas 
such as water, sewer, pressurized air, etc. 

Process for the Preparation and Implementation of Environment, Safety 
and Health Actions • Institutional process for dealing with active ES&H concerns 
at LLNL. Management structure/system to conduct operational readiness 
reviews and self-assessment programs for quality. Coordination and cooperation 
towards establishing an effective LLNL/SAN quality verification program site-
wide. 

• AHminiatratiw Performance 

Personnel Security Assurance Program • Development and 
implementation of a personnel security assurance program in accordance with 
DOE Order 5631.6. Coordination and cooperation to resolve issues as they arise. 

Productivity - Effectiveness of management actions and initiatives to cut 
costs in the indirect areas. 


